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Abstract
Our research purpose is to realize a consciousness system on computers. In this paper, we focus
on the relation between a primary system that directly interacts and learns the input-output
relation within an environment, and a secondary system that continuously monitors and is able
to direct the primary system. We hold that consciousness is not composed of a primary system
alone, but that the employment of a secondary system is essential. The purpose of this paper is
therefore to clarify the importance of a secondary system. We show by numerical experiments
that the addition of a secondary system provides adaptability to a wider range of environmental
changes than a primary system alone. Alternatively, we present an extraordinary case where
a customized primary system fully adapts to an environment undergoing a particular type of
change. Far from refuting the value of a secondary system, this special case serves to point
out the importance of the eﬀective design of a secondary system. Therefore, we conﬁrm the
value and usefulness of a secondary system in a machine consciousness system through these
numerical experiments.
Keywords: Consciousness system, Exploitation-oriented learning (XoL), Reinforcement learning, Pri-
mary system, Secondary system
1 Introduction
The term consciousness has various deﬁnitions [4, 2, 8, 1, 6].Some consider that consciousness is
a suitcase word wherein a variety of concepts is mixed [8]. The study of consciousness generally
involves two primary aims. The ﬁrst aim is to understand the function of the human brain
[7, 5, 1, 6, 14], whereas the second is the implementation of machine consciousness [2, 17, 11].
The authors of the present work, from the viewpoint of engineering, are interested in the
latter aim, although there is certainly a need to make the best use of the knowledge obtained
in the former to realize the implementation. On the other hand, the realization of machine
consciousness may contribute to a greater understanding of the function of the brain. It is
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expected that eﬀorts towards implementing machine consciousness will lend objective weight
to those branches of the study of consciousness that are often considered subjective.
While various obstacles must be overcome in the realization of machine consciousness and
there are several related works [13, 18, 3], we focus here on a decision-making method based on
a model of consciousness. We hold that both a primary and a secondary system are required
for the realization of machine consciousness. We deﬁne a system that learns to execute an
optimal plan of action in response to inputs from an environment as a primary system. We
deﬁne a system that interacts solely with a primary system as a secondary system. Therefore,
the secondary system engages in no direct interaction with an environment, but continuously
monitors and can direct the primary system.
In this paper, we focus on adaptation to an environmental change in an eﬀort to substantiate
the importance of the secondary system. We show by numerical experiments that employing a
secondary system that can monitor and direct the primary system provides adaptability to a
wider range of environmental changes than a primary system alone. Alternatively, we present a
case where a customized primary system fully adapts to an environment undergoing a particular
type change representing conditions where the continuity of learning becomes meaningless. By
comparing these results, we aim to clarify the value and usefulness of a secondary system to an
implementation of machine consciousness.
2 The Domain
2.1 Notations
Figure 1: An environment
represented by a state tran-
sition diagram where three
rules are shown to match the
sensory input at time t.
Consider an agent in an unknown environment. Input from the
environment is called a state. It is also possible to include within
the environment an internal state that is generated by the agent
itself. After perceiving state input from the environment, the
agent selects and executes an action. Time is discretized ac-
cording to one input-action cycle. A paired element consisting
of a state and an action selected in that state is called a rule. A
function that maps states to actions is called a policy.
As described in Section 1, we focus on a decision-making
method based on consciousness, which we denote herein as the
conscious decision-making mechanism. The problem formulated
is that of determining the action output to be selected for each
sensory input. We assume the existence of a reward or a penalty
that serves as a teacher to resolve the problem, and an agent
acting under these conditions is denoted as a learning agent.
Rewards and penalties based on a series of actions are received from the environment, and
a reward is given to a state or action causing transition to a state in which our purpose is
achieved, whereas a penalty is given to a state or corresponding action causing transition to a
state in which our purpose is not achieved. The purpose of learning is to develop a policy that
enables the continual receipt of rewards in the absence of penalties.
The environment is treated as consisting of stochastic processes, where a sensory input
corresponds to some state and an action to some state transition operator. We show an envi-
ronment represented by a state transition diagram in Fig. 1. The node with a token denotes a
sensory input at time t. Three rules match the sensory input. Because state transition is not
deterministic, selection of the same rule does not always result in transition to the same state.
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The branching arcs shown in Fig. 1 are indicative of such cases.
The learning agent does not have a priori knowledge concerning the full range of possible
state transitions. As such, it is necessary for the agent to learn the policy through interaction
with the environment. Such goal-directed learning from interaction is treated by reinforcement
learning (RL) [16] and exploitation-oriented learning (XoL) [10]. Both RL and XoL can guar-
antee the acquisition of a policy that leads to the continual receipt of rewards in the absence
of penalties, when the environmental class is assumed correctly.
2.2 Primary and Secondary systems
We believe that both primary and the secondary systems are required for the realization of
machine consciousness. We deﬁne a system that executes an action in response to an input
from an environment as a primary system. Therefore, both RL and XoL are examples of a
primary system because they aim to learn a policy that determines an optimal association
between an agent and an environment.
On the other hand, we deﬁne a system that interacts solely with a primary system as a
secondary system. Therefore, the secondary system engages in no direct interaction with an
environment. Here we consider the case where the secondary system is generated in response
to some unexpected situation that occurs after the policy developed by the primary system
through the learning process has stabilized. As such, the secondary system can also be regarded
as a function for patching of the primary system, and allows the agent to adapt to unforeseen
circumstances without resetting all that the primary system has acquired.
3 Necessity of the Secondary System
For the problem described in Section 2, we can acquire a policy that adapts to the environment
by RL or XoL when the state transition probability is stable. On the other hand, when the
state transition probability of the environment changes unexpectedly, the learning behavior of
these methods is generally not clear [12].
By controlling the degree of change in the environment through numerical experiments, we
demonstrate the conditions wherein a method based on a secondary system will be adaptable to
a wider range of environmental changes than a method employing a primary system alone. We
denote these experiments as experiment 1. Alternatively, we present a case where a customized
primary system fully adapts to an environment undergoing a particular type change representing
conditions where the continuity learning becomes meaningless. We denote these experiments
as experiment 2.
4 Numerical Experiments
4.1 Experimental setting
4.1.1 The initial environment
We consider a learning agent having four actuators (a type of motor that is responsible for
moving or controlling a mechanism or system) in an unknown environment. If the state transi-
tion probabilities of the environment are stationary, these can be identiﬁed gradually through
trial-and-error searches within the environment. The target environment of the numerical
experiments is described in Fig. 2 reﬂecting state transitions evaluated after the system has
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conducted a suﬃcient search of the environment. The agent can receive 21 types of sensory in-
puts that are labeled s0 to s35. For each sensory input, the agent can select an action from four
possible actions a, b, c, and d that correspond to four actuators. State transitions that leave
the sensory input unchanged are omitted in Fig. 2, for example, a return to s1 after selecting
an action c in s1.
Figure 2: A state transition diagram
of the environment used in the exper-
iments reﬂecting state transitions eval-
uated after the system has conducted a
suﬃcient search of the environment
The agent receives a reward for attaining one of
the goals represented as triangles A, B, C, or D in
Fig. 2 by engaging in any set of actions that lead the
agent from s0 and back again along one of the four
closed loops. In this environment, attaining only one
of the four goals will result in a reward, and the choice
of that goal is arbitrarily selected in an experiment.
The purpose of the agent is to acquire a reward, and
the agent accordingly learns which action should be
selected for each sensory input. Using RL or XoL for
the learning mechanism, it is possible to learn a policy
to acquire a reward if the reward is ﬁxed.
4.1.2 Adding an environmental change
To the environment thus far described, we add a
change whereby the condition for receiving a reward
varies with time This is implemented by changing the
chosen goal seven times according to the sequence “A
→ B→ C→ D → A → B→ C → D“. However, while
the function that deﬁnes the reward is nonstationary,
the state transition probabilities remain stable.
We performed 100 experiments using diﬀerent ran-
dom seeds for an interval of environmental change selected from 1000, 2000, or 4000 actions.
Learning performance was evaluated by the number of failures, where a failure was indicated
when an optimal policy able to acquire a reward after six actions could not be obtained in
the interval between environmental changes. We denote as the failure rate, the percentage of
failures after conducting the full sequence of changes of the rewarded goals (in this case, after
seven changes).
There are many ways of learning by RL for such an environmental change, though there
is no theoretical guarantee. The learning agent based on RL, in general, accommodates envi-
ronmental changes by gradually adjusting the evaluation parameter of each rule. On the other
hand, XoL is a method that aims to form a policy specialized according to the ﬁrst reward
obtained. Though XoL is able to acquire an optimal policy for the environment given in Fig. 2,
XoL is not able to change this policy in response to changes in the environment 1. In the
following, we therefore adopt QL, which is the most widely used RL method.
4.2 Experiment 1 : necessity of the secondary system
In this experiment, we demonstrate the conditions under which a method that employs a
secondary system will be adaptable to a wider range of environmental changes than a primary
system alone. The results of this experiment will verify the necessity of a secondary system.
1In XoL, the multi-start method, where the policy is initialized and re-learned, is used for improvement of
an established policy.
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4.2.1 Results for only the primary system alone
We list the average failure rates for the learning agent based on QL in the second column of
Table 1 (primary system [QL]). The numbers in parentheses represents standard deviations.
Although the primary system [QL] adapts reasonably well to gradual environmental changes,
such as changes after 4000 actions, the failure rate increases with a decreasing interval of change.
4.2.2 Results for adding the secondary system
Table 1: Average failure rate (%) after chang-
ing the rewarded goal seven times (experiment 1).
The numbers in parentheses represents standard
deviations.
Interval primary secondary secondary
between system system system
changes [QL] [non [with
(actions) memory] memory]
1000 76.3 (14.9) 63.4 (23.9) 55.3 (22.7)
2000 14.6 (11.4) 4.29 (7.14) 3.71 (8.48)
4000 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
Table 2: Average failure rate (%) after chang-
ing the rewarded goal 15 times (experiment 1).
The numbers in parentheses represents standard
deviations.
Interval primary secondary secondary
between system system system
changes [QL] [non [with
(actions) memory] memory]
1000 74.5 (9.68) 59.1 (15.9) 44.8 (17.5)
2000 17.3 (9.34) 3.73 (4.45) 2.47 (4.49)
4000 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
Next, we add a secondary system to pro-
mote re-learning as needed. The sec-
ondary system continuously observes the
frequency of reward acquisition. When the
reward acquisition frequency changes be-
yond a threshold value, the secondary sys-
tem directs the primary system to engage in
re-learning. In this experiment, re-learning
is indicated when the agent fails to acquire
a reward after committing a number of ac-
tions that is 20 times that of the shortest
number of actions previously required by
the agent to obtain a reward.
We list the average failure rates in the
third column of Table 1 (secondary system
[non memory]). The results indicate that
the secondary system [non memory] is able
to respond to the environmental changes
more eﬀectively than the primary system
[QL]. This result veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of
the secondary system for monitoring envi-
ronmental changes. Furthermore, this re-
sult provides the basis for claiming the ne-
cessity of adding a secondary system to an
implementation of machine consciousness.
4.2.3 Results for the secondary sys-
tem with memory
The secondary system discussed in Subsection 4.2.2 provides no function for storing learning
results such as rule weights or policy in the primary system. We can expect to enhance the
secondary systemƪs adaptability to a wider range of environmental changes by adding a memory
function.
As an example of the function of the memory to be applied to the secondary system, we
consider a method whereby the agent ﬁrst attempts to use the most suitable policy that is
stored in the memory when the secondary system has detected a change in the environment.
We list the average failure rates in the fourth column of Table 1 (secondary system [with
memory]). The secondary system [with memory] clearly demonstrates an enhanced adaptability
to environmental changes relative to that of the secondary system [non memory].
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4.2.4 Results when increasing the number of goal changes
We conducted additional experiments where the number of environmental changes was set to
15. The goals to be rewarded were deﬁned according to the sequence “A → B → C → D → A
→ B → C → D → A → B → C → D → A → B → C → D“. We list the results in Table 2. for
primary system [QL], secondary system [non memory], and secondary system [with memory].
The eﬀectiveness of adding a secondary system is conﬁrmed by the results listed in Table 2 even
more remarkably than by those listed in Table 1.
4.3 Experiment 2 : environmental change accommodated by the pri-
mary system alone
4.3.1 An example when the primary system alone is eﬀective
Conditions under which an added secondary system can adapt to a wider range of environmental
changes than the primary system alone were demonstrated in Section 4.2.This result, in general,
veriﬁes the eﬀectiveness of the secondary system for monitoring changes in the environment.
On the other hand, a primary system can be constructed that assumes a condition of regular
changes in the environment. For example, we can consider a primary system that initializes
the learning results each time the agent attains a reward. Under these conditions, the primary
system is, in general, meaningless in terms of the continuity of learning. However, it is considered
that such a primary system is more suitable than the case with an added secondary system
when the environment changes each time a reward is acquired.
In this section, we perform experiments where the environment is changed each time a
reward is acquired, as a speciﬁc case in which the learning of the primary system alone is
eﬀective.
4.3.2 Results when the environment changes after every reward
Table 3: Average failure rates under the conditions
where the environment changes each time the agent
receives a reward (experiment 2). The numbers in
parentheses represents standard deviations.
primary secondary primary primary
system system system system
[QL] [QL] [XoL [XoL]
every reset]
100.0 (0.00) 100.0 (0.00) 0.0 (0.00) 73.8 (4.34)
In this experiment (experiment 2), we
change the rewarded goal according to
the sequence “A → B → C → D · · · “
each time the agent acquires a reward.
We list the average failure rates in
Table 3 for the systems considered. QL
cannot suﬃciently learn a policy under
the conditions where only a single re-
ward can be acquired. Therefore, QL
always fails in an environment where
the rewarded goal changes each time the
agent acquires a reward. The results of
primary system [QL] and secondary sys-
tem [QL] are equivalent.
On the other hand, XoL is able to learn a policy when only a single reward can be acquired.
We prepared primary system [XoL every reset] to initialize a policy after every reward acquisi-
tion. We used the rational policy making algorithm [9] as the XoL method. In this environment,
XoL can learn an optimum policy that can acquire a reward in six steps for a single reward
acquisition. Therefore, the failure rate of primary system [XoL every reset] is always zero.
For comparison, we also carried out experiments using a primary system based on XoL
(primary system [XoL]) with no reset policy. The average failure rates are shown in the fourth
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column of Table 3. In this case, the learning will be successful if the state where a reward can
be acquired does not change even though the environment has been changed. As a result, the
failure rate reﬂects the probability.
A secondary system could be added to primary system [XoL every reset], but it would only
interfere with the learning of XoL in an environment where the rewarded goal changes each
time the agent acquires a reward.
In this section, we have demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of primary system [XoL every reset]
for a peculiar case where the rewarded goal changes each time the agent acquires a reward.
In such a case, the continuity of learning has no signiﬁcance, and the method of resetting the
policy each time a reward is acquired is more eﬀective than adding a secondary system that
can monitor environmental changes.
4.4 Discussion
Experiment 1 presents an example of the eﬀectiveness of adding a secondary system to adapt
to a wider range of environmental changes than possible with the primary system alone. On
the other hand, experiment 2 presents an example of a peculiar case where the rewarded goal
changes each time the agent acquires a reward. In this case, the method of resetting the policy
each time a reward is acquired is more eﬀective than the method of adding a secondary system.
Though the results of this section are based upon the limited environment shown in Fig. 2,
we hold that, in general, in the presence of environmental changes, the eﬀectiveness of a sec-
ondary system that monitors those changes in the primary system is apparent. The results of
experiment 1 in Section 4.2 are clear evidence of this opinion. While the monitoring of envi-
ronmental changes by the secondary system is eﬀective, as shown in experiment 1, the results
of experiment 2 given in Section 4.3 presents an opposing conclusion.
However, it may be possible to conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of adding a secondary system in
experiment 2 by redesigning the secondary system to monitor environmental changes diﬀerently,
for example, by evaluating the periodicity of environmental changes in goals that provide a
reward.
The results of experiment 2 certainly identify problems associated with appropriate design
of a secondary system but they do not refute the general eﬀectiveness of employing a sec-
ondary system. We consider that the results given here clarify the usefulness and limitations
of employing a secondary system in a machine consciousness system.
5 Conclusions
We hold that consciousness is not composed of a primary system alone, but that the employment
of a secondary system is essential to the realization of machine consciousness. We have shown
by numerical experiments that machine methods employing a secondary system can adapt
to a wider range of environmental changes than a primary system alone. Alternatively, we
have shown an extraordinary case where a customized primary system fully adapted to an
environment undergoing a particular type change. This case however does not refute the value
of a secondary system, but serves to point out the importance of the eﬀective design of a
secondary system. Therefore, we have conﬁrmed the value and usefulness of a secondary system
in a machine consciousness system through these numerical experiments.
As a successful example of a machine consciousness system employing a secondary system,
research on mirror image perception based on MoNAD [17] presents an ideal example. In the
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future, we will promote this research in the ﬁrst realization of more advanced consciousness func-
tions through introduction of exploitation-oriented learning (XoL) to MoNAD. Furthermore,
we cannot ignore the function of learning by imitation [4] in order to realize more advanced
machine consciousness [15]. On the other hand, from the point of view of the implementation
of machine consciousness, research that develops the question of how to conﬁgure memory is
also desired. We are planning this research in the future as well.
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